Positioning control of UAV is one of the research areas of autonomous navigation. Regional feature matching algorithm is commonly used in the positioning control of UAVs. This paper proposes a regional feature matching algorithm, in which edges and gray-levels within image regions are extracted. The correspondences between regional features are then obtained in terms of invariant moments and chain-code representation of regions. The transformation parameters are estimated based on the centers of gravity of regions. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm using salient regional features.
Introduction
The aerial imaging system of UAV usually captures some salient regions (e.g., pool, square, farm field .etc). These regions have stable and prominent characteristics, and similar image features (e.g., grey-levels, textures, edges, etc.). In addition, they often have regular geometrical shape and the area of each region is often in a certain range. An image recorded by aerial imaging system of UAV usually contains a small number of regional features. The regional features and the relative positions between regions can be used for matching images in positioning control of UAV. In this paper, we propose a regional feature matching algorithm, in which the regional features are extracted at first (square, region center of gravity, shape, invariant rectangular) and then the centers of gravity of regions are utilized as control points to estimate the transformation parameters between images.
Proposed Algorithm
There are two major problems in regional feature matching, i.e., (1) how to reliably extract the salient regional features and describe them. The real physiognomy with much interference is very complex so that the regional feature extraction is not an easy task. (2) How to use the features to achieve accurate estimation. In order to extract regional features, regions are required to be segmented from the image using image segmentation technique. Here we segment the image into different regions according to unique means so that such regions have no intersection and each region has consistent gray-levels. The details of image segmentation are described as follows:
is segmented into sub-regions 1 2 3 f ,f ,f L which satisfy the following requirements:
namely, all the sub-regions constitute a whole image and i f is a connected region.
means that there is no intersection between two sub-regions. i f satisfies homogeneity requirement. The proposed algorithm combines the advantages of two segmentation methods, i.e., region growing and edge extraction, to achieve good image segmentation especially for complicated scene. Moreover, the proposed algorithm employs hierarchical search method based on image pyramid structure to improve the efficiency. The major steps of the proposed algorithm are shown in Figure 1 . Specifically, the proposed algorithm first builds the pyramid structure, extracts the thick edges in the image, doing distance transform to edge image and choosing the obvious region, using the grey and edge as constraint to process region growth and getting region feature, calculating the region geometric feature and building the corresponding relation among region features, applying least square method to estimate the converted parameter in wide size which uses the region center of gravity as control point, choosing the sub-region with abundant features doing relevant matching to optimize parameter in thin size, at last getting the image change parameter.
Regional feature extraction
Image segmentation is not an easy task especially when the scene is quite complex. Single segmentation algorithm cannot gain satisfying segmentation result, and the combination of several segmentation algorithms is a key point of recent research. The region growing method is simple and robust, but it's a serial processing method. Therefore, its efficiency is low and the segmentation results are hard to control. Edge extraction is also a commonly used image segmentation method and consists of two main steps: edge detection and edge closing. Although edge extraction is effective, however, it's hard to find ideal close edges. This section describes the proposed image segmentation method that combines the advantages of region growing and edge extraction. The region growing mainly contains two parts: identification of seed point and growing rule. Usually, the seed point is identified by using some specific gray-level value, but it is hard to control the growing process. Because edge extraction can provide a rough segmentation result, it is able to control the region growing if region growing is confined to a finite region surrounded by edges. Using distance transform can choose the region with large area and highlight the important region feature. Furthermore, region growing is not only constrained by gray-level information, but also by edge characteristics. The segmentation process is summarized in Fig. 2 . Fig.3 shows an aerial image taken by UAV and Figure 4 depicts the edges extracted from the image shown in Fig.3 . Fig.5 shows the result of image edge processed by distance transform, in which, the larger the gray value is, the larger the value of both the distance change and the specific area of the region. Fig.6 (a) demonstrates the candidate regions obtained from Fig.5 and Fig.6(b) shows the large regions in distance transform, which are formed by deleting the edges and the regions with small areas from Fig.6(a) . Fig.7(a) depicts the regions obtained by processing the candidate regions using region growing and rejecting the regions with small area after growing. Fig. 7(b) shows the boundaries of extracted regions.
After applying morphological processing to the image shown in Fig.7(a) , the final result of extraction is shown in Fig.8. 
Estimation of Transformation parameters
This section uses two real aerial images with known-parameters to test the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. These two images cover similar scene with different resolutions. Fig.9 is a real-time image with size 172*190, and In this paper, we use RMS to measure the matching accuracy. Table 2 lists the matching errors of the centers of gravity of corresponding regions. It is seen from Table 2 that the average matching error of all the 7 control points is 1.2883, the maximum error of a single point is 1.9206, which proves the matching algorithm has excellent matching accuracy.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a image matching algorithm based on region features for positioning control of UAV and its accuracy has been proved by experiment. Furthermore, a regional features extraction method using edge and image grey information as constrain is proposed which applies region growing and extracts the region with comparatively large area. Experiments have proved the algorithm can be used in solving the extraction of regional features of complicated scene. 
